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PROBLEM
How may we assist parents in monitoring  
& facilitating visual-spatial development   
of children (3-5 years)?
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PROBLEM
How may we assist parents in monitoring 
& facilitating visual-spatial development 
of children (3-5 years)?
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research




  (N=30 parents with young 
   children)
• Contextual Inquiry
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Social Event (eg. birthday party)
Kids’ play-space, Amusement Park
Atmosphere
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research user
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Say, Do, &  Make? 
Parent(s):
Social media posts, Assemble baby furniture, toys, & gear, 
Care for baby (rock, change diaper, bathe read to, feed), 
Compile “baby book”, Say commands to child, Sing lullabies, 
Speak through monitor
Child:
Play, Sleep, Toy use, Make crafts, Build, Say first 
words, Coo, Laugh, Smile, Crawl, Walk, Run, Roll, Cry, 
Pick up, Say possessive “mine” words
Pain Gain 
Share special moments with other
Feel pride in child/Reflection of self
Feel responsible
Feel resassurance (on-track, early intervention)












Missing special moments/ Guilt
Fatigue
Baby Care Work




Baby crying, cooing, words, 
moving, playing laughing
Monitor












Peace of mind (developmental progress, safety),  Anxiety, Child/Work Stress/-
Pressure, Sharing with loved ones, Being “present” for special moments, Quality 
time, Fatigue, Competitive (with other parents), Pressure to be ideal, model 
parents under social media scrutiny/in-laws
Child:
Security/insecurity, Separation anxiety,  Hungry,




Parents, Children, Family, 
Friends, Doctors, Day-care 
staff, Baby-sitters
Developing child, Stressed/tense parents, toys, Monitors, Baby/child 
gear (crib, changing table), Milestones Where?
Nursery, Home, Workplace, 





Days (parent may be away),
Nights (over-night, sleeping)
Mornings, Evenings
Peace of mind, Quality time, Special 
Milestones, Share with others, Early 
intervention,  “Presence” (Being there), 
Safety, Juggling work/misc. 







How may we assist parents in monitoring  
& facilitating visual-spatial 
development of children (3-5 years)?










Get Baby & 






















      Negative Mood (eg. Guilt)
 Stress/Worry

      Negative Mood (eg. Guilt, Frustration)
      Positive Mood


      Fatigued z
While parent away, facilitate: 
 
- Parental Peace of Mind
- Alleviation of Parental Stress/Fatigue 
- Potential Automatic Recognition of Child Development
- Potential Direct Delivery of Procedural Demos
While parent/child together, facilitate: 
 
- Demonstration of child’s progress for parent
- Alleviate Parental Stress/Fatigue 
mo
od 

























































    
   
   
   





































Potential Areas of Opportunity
RESEARCH - USER | JOURNEY MAP
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RESEARCH - USER | INTERVIEW CONTENT ANALYSIS/QUOTES
Parents with 




















help in school & beyond contribution
smart
skills
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“I feel internal and external pressure because of 
the guilt for working and traditional expectations.”
“I feel like I am never doing enough.”
 
“Being there is important. Seeing recordings feels 
disconnected and not special.”




“There is so much wasted time during the day, like 
for errands, when they could be learning instead.”
“They are always copying everything they see us 
do or on tv.”
 
RESEARCH - USER | CONVERGING THEMES
Stressors
• Limited time with child  
• Guilt 
• Ensuring proper child development 
• Financial/Work, Fatigue, Social Pressures
Motivations to Track Development
• Peace of mind 
• Presence (“Being there”)   
• Sharing progression with interested family &                 
  friends
Learning Opportunities
• Social modeling (imitation) 
• Few procedural educational toys  
• Need for dynamic (growing), tailored content  
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RESEARCH - USER | PERSONAS
       
            
            
            
       










(Detached yet willing to 
use technology to   
augment one’s        
participation)
(Reliance upon natural 
progression and 
observation with minimal 
active intervention)
(Highly concerned for 
proper of development 
and protection of    




























Highly Pragmatic & Proactive
“Balancing work and family is tough. Fortunately,




• Financially provide for family
• Facilitate child development; Obsessed
  with latest learning products &               
  techniques 
QUIRKS
• App & Tech Friendly
• Often traveling/remote working
• Tracks every special moment 
• Competitive with other parents
DAILY ACTIONS 
ATTRIBUTES PAIN POINTS 
• Workaholic behavior
• Long travel hours
 
• Employs technology to help monitor  
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research literature
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research literature learning
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     • Children are active, thinking     
       beings
     •  Natural imitation            
         without reinforcement
     •  eg. Bobo doll study
 
        Child            Behavior
      
             Environment
•  Children all  passing               
   through same stages 
   during roughly same ages
- Sensorimotor (0-2)       
- Pre-Operational (2-7)
- Concrete Operations (7-11)
- Formal Operations (11+)
  • Development varies culturally
  • No stages 
  • Stems from social interaction
  • Parents as change agents
  • Development with scaffolded,        
    assisted learning to fully      
    internalized independent    
    proficiency
 
(Shaffer & Kipp, 2013) 
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(Oberman, et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2001; Heyes, 2009; Kosonogov, 2012; Tanaka, & Inui, 2002; Carvalho, et al,, 2013)
• Grounded in interaction with others & sensorimotor learning 
• Links perception & motor performance of actions 
• Critical towards imitation
• Fire with observation & performance
• After observing other’s actions: 
     - “Online” execution (actually doing) 
    -  “Off-line” internal simulation
RESEARCH | SOCIAL LEARNING - MIRROR NEURONS
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RESEARCH | SOCIAL LEARNING TIMELINE 
 (California Department of Education, 2017)  
pictured objects 
equated to actual 
objects





equal efficacy of  
live vs. video demo 
18 mo
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live vs. video demo 
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research literature visual-spatial
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RESEARCH | VISUAL-SPATIAL ABILITY
“Ability to generate, retain, retrieve, and transform well-structured visual images” 
(Andersen, 2014)
Mental Transformations 
Rotation, scaling, cutting, folding
Perspective-Taking/ Spatial Orientation
Changing one’s perspective relative to objects, awareness of relative positional changes 
amongst objects, magnitude/speed of displacement, integration of environmental spatial 
information
Facilitated by: 
• Concrete (physical manipulation)  - Improves Performance
• Abstract (observe demonstrations) - Improves Learning Transfer
(Newcombe & Frick, 2010; Borich & Bauman, 1972; DeCortin, 2015; Marshall, 2007; Xu, 2005; Antle & Wise, 2013)
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Birth 1 yr 2 yr 3 yr 4 yr 5 yr6 mo 18 mo






























RESEARCH | V-S DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
 (DeCortin, 2015; Newcombe & Frick, 2010; Platas, 2017)
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RESEARCH | COMBINED TIMELINE
pictured objects 
equated to actual 
objects
Birth 1 yr 2 yr 3 yr 4 yr 5 yr6 mo




imitation equal efficacy of  
live vs. video demo 
18 mo



















not change object 
itself






















perspective-taking & spatial orientation 
development (3-5 yrs)
(California Department of Education, 2017; DeCortin, 2015; Kleeman, 2011; Newcombe & Frick, 2010; Platas, 2017; Radich, 2013; )
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RESEARCH | COMBINED TIMELINE (CONT.)
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research literature constructives
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• Building structures encourages a child to test spatial relationships and mentally rotate objects in the mind’s eye
• Positive correlation with improved spatial development
• Declarative & Procedural Knowledge
RESEARCH | FACILITATION OF VISUAL-SPATIAL ABILITY THROUGH BUILDING








“How to rotate a square.”
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RESEARCH - LITERATURE | STAGES OF BLOCK PLAY
Blocks not used for construction but are toted, carried, felt, moved, held, dropped, packed, and re-














(5 years or older)
Creating horizontal rows and/or vertical tower stacks, typically with much repetition; Some imaginative 
play through use of basic use of prop accessories (eg. cars, roads); Use of pattern cards)
Creating bridge or passage-way; Learn trial and error, balance, hand-eye coordination; 60-80 maximum 
number of parts; May use task cards featuring images of bridges and/or blue cloths to represent water)
Horizontally enclosing space then vertically stacking; Planning; Problem solving; Scenarios/stories; Use 
of additional prop accessories for pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals, figures, cars); Learn inside, outside, 
perimeter, boundary; May use fabric to drape across space; May use task cards featuring images of buildings)
More elaborate/decorative designs with multiple levels, curves, patterns, symmetry, balance, patterning, 
sorting, matching, & accessories (as above); Cooperative play; Use of variable part size and types, 80-100 
maximum number of parts; Use of large task cards, boxes for cityscape, and/or paper for signs/labels) 
 (Honegger, 2017; Haughey, 2011; Montana State Library, 2012; US Consumer Product Safety Commission, & Therell, 2002; Donald, 2001) 
Structures and their functions named; Dramatic play with scenarios; Correspondence with realistic, 
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RESEARCH - LITERATURE | LEVERAGING FOUNDATIONAL ASPECTS OF BLOCK PLAY
Existing Early “Constructives”
Reflective in Later Professions:
   • Sculpting/Rapid Prototyping (clay/foam)
   • Sketch/CAD foundational approaches (eg. box)
Introduce Concepts of:
   • Part/Whole (eg. cylinder within cube)         
   • Counting
   • Relative Proportion
   • Fit/Joinery
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RESEARCH - LITERATURE | VALUES OF BLOCK PLAY
Visual-Spatial Skills




• Matching, Sorting, Categorization, Stacking
Cognitive
• Problem Solving, Planning, Imagination
• Mathematics (counting, relative number & size,   
  comparisons, whole/part, symmetry, one-to-one   
  correspondence)
• Creativity
• Science (hypothesis testing, logic, cause and          







• Active play (bending, stooping,        
  crawling, reaching, squatting,     
  stretching)
• Fine/Gross Motor Skills (hand-eye    
   coordination, dexterity)   
 
(Koralek, 2015; Weissman, 2013; MacDonald, 2001; Goodson & Bronson,1993; US Consumer Product Safety Commission, & Therell, 2002; Koralek, 2015; Weissman, 2013) 
Visual-Spatial Physical Cognitive Social
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                    (Uttal et al., 2103)
RESEARCH - LITERATURE | VISUAL-SPATIAL COMPONENTS
       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons,    
including form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)
(Changing object attributes; 
eg. scale, rotate)
(Changing one’s point of view of object)
VS. VS.
(top-view)
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                    (Uttal et al., 2103)
RESEARCH - LITERATURE | VISUAL-SPATIAL, PHYSICAL, SOCIAL, & COGNITIVE LEARNING TARGETS
       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons,    
including form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)
(Changing object attributes; 
eg. scale, rotate)
(Changing one’s point of view of object)
VS. VS.
(top-view)
Visual-Spatial Physical Cognitive Social
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research literature optimization
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(Mincemoyer, 2016; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014; Dalai Lama Center for Peace and Education, 2014)
RESEARCH - LITERATURE | OPTIMIZED DEVELOPMENT











Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development
Csikszentmihalyi’s Flow Model Scaffolding: Enable child to solve a problem just beyond their abilities 
& as the child approaches mastery, withdraw support  
Techniques: Demonstrate, Hint, Reflect, Document 
• “Please tell me about what you built. What features does this have?”
• “How could we build a friend for the giraffe?”
• “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
• “How might we span this space?”   
• “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
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research business
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(building blocks, stacking, puzzles, 
problem solving, creativity)
Children’s Movie Licensing




















U.S. Constructive Toy Market Share
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research technology
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 RESEARCH - TECHNOLOGY | PRODUCT BENCHMARKING




• No monitoring feature 
• No integrated parental 
   interaction 
Educational & Child Tracking Apps
• Primarily declarative content
• No direct demos for children
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RESEARCH - TECHNOLOGY | MEDIA CONSUMPTION BY CHILDREN (3-5 YEARS)
                    (Lucas, Robb, Takeuchi, & Kotler, 2011)
 Means of Content Consumption by 
U.S. Children (3-5 years) 
tv | 95%
video/dvd | 85%
books | 80%gaming console/handhelad | 35%
internet | 25%smart phone | 0%
For toddlers, their primary 
means of content consumption 
continues to be through large 
screens, via tv, videos, and  
DVDs (potentially portable 
player). Also, many use the 
more traditional option of 
books. 
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(Duran, 2001; Petty, 2016; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016; Berk, 2006; Christakis, 2014; Brezinski, 2015; Child Development Institute, 2015; Dorrell, 2008; Drobnjack, 
2016; Goldstein, 2003; Hilton, 2014; Hoffman, 2013; Kaleidoscope Australasia, 2016; Kanooga, 2017; Kawin, 1934; Lopa, 2014; Thorsteinsson & Page, 2012; Torres, 2015)
RESEARCH - TECHNOLOGY | OPPORTUNITY GAPS







Few  “growing” children’s products that provide both declarative & 
procedural learning (nor visual-spatial) 
Opportunity: Provide declarative & procedural “growing”/visual-
spatial children’s product




























































































































































































































































































































Late introduction of milestone-centric toys
Opportunity: Age-specific, timely introduction of toys and associated 
activities
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insights
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• Limited time with child  
• Guilt
• Ensuring proper child         
  development 
• Financial/Work, Fatigue, 
  Social Pressures
Motivations to Track 
Development
• Peace of mind
• Presence (“Being there”) 
• Sharing progression with    
   interested family & friends  
       
Learning Opportunities
• Social modeling/imitation 
• Few procedural educational    
  toys
• Need for dynamic          
  (growing), tailored content     
     
Familial Trends
• Geographic dispersal 
• Limited parent/child interaction/time   
• Divorce/Separation 
• Outsourced child care
• Pragmatism/Sentimentality &          
  Pro-activity/Passivity approaches
Visual-Spatial
• Visual-spatial development positive contribution   
  towards STEM skills 
• Development with concrete & abstract      
  practice; Begins immediately after birth, 2x2  
  matrix, Malleable, Match with skill level 
• Block-play: 6 stages
Tech Trends
• E-Learning
• Internet of Things (IoT) 
• Mobility 
• Augmented Reality 
• 3D Scanning 
• Content delivery methods
• Educational/Developmental     
  tracking apps
Learning
• Imitation via mirror neurons
• Declarative/Procedural learning; 
  Convergent/Divergent 
  Montessorian approach/Contextual
• Educational vs. Toy Myth
Child Standards/Specifications
• Screens for children only >2   
   years old
• Choking hazards for those <3 yrs 
  old
• Child anthropometry 
Current Toy Trends 
• Collectibles
• Physically active 
• Tech integration (drones, virtual  
   pets, robots) 
• STREAM (blocks, build, stack)           
• Classic low tech (games, puzzles, 
  dolls) 
• Children’s movie licensing
Personal Finance






• Human Factors 
• Drawbacks 
Benchmarking
• No “monitors” facilitate and grow
• No apps with direct-to-child procedural demos
• No apps with declarative/procedural content    
  (eg. V-S), parent-child interaction, & “smart”     
  content presentation (progression or iteration)
• No contextually-aware apps direct to child
• No TUIs that facilitate, grow, are wearable, nor   
  present “smart” content
• No milestone-inducing product/system with     
  hardware & software companion solution
• Few to no STEM educational products with      
  system-based (hardware/software) “smart”TUI,   
  growing, smartphone-enabled, monitoring, nor  
  video demos direct-to-child 
• Constructive play items only have:                    
  1) Immalleable and limited-fidelity parts             
  2) Limited assembly options                              
  3) Sometimes narrow themes
Opportunity Gaps
• Smart-toy with both parent- 
   child interactivity
• Smart child product that `  
  grows with child and helps  
  monitor.
• Provide declarative &  
  procedural “growing” child   
  product
• Explicitly market child  
  product for its capability 
  to “grow” with child in other   
  developmental categories
• Age-specific, timely       
  introduction of toys and   
  associated activities
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INSIGHTS | CORE BENEFITS
 V-S, Physical, Cognitive, & Social 
Developmental Monitoring
       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, in-
cluding form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)
(Rotating objects relative to other objects) (Changing one’s point of view of object)
VS. VS.
(top-view)
  Declarative & Procedural 
Content
Visual-Spatial Physical Cognitive Social
Personalized, Optimized 
Growth
Edification in Visual-Spatial 
Ability & Foundational Building
 Facilitation  
(Via Play with Constructives & 
Social Modeled Demos)
STAGE 4
• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   

















INSIGHTS | DESIGN CRITERIA
ra se
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 V-S, Physical, Cognitive, & Social 
Developmental Monitoring
       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, in-
cluding form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)
(Rotating objects relative to other objects) (Changing one’s point of view of object)
VS. VS.
(top-view)
  Declarative & Procedural 
Content
Visual-Spatial Physical Cognitive Social
Personalized, Optimized 
Growth
Edification in Visual-Spatial 
Ability & Foundational Building
 Facilitation  
(Via Play with Constructives & 
Social Modeled Demos)
STAGE 4
• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   
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ideation
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IDEATION | FORM MUST-HAVES
?
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 INSIGHTS | FUNCTIONAL MAP
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ideation exploration
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IDEATION | EXPLORATION 
• Constructives with storage
• Demo/content delivery
• Cards for tracking  
• Smart/Connected
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• Rectilinear (similar to building blocks) 
• Totable, home use
• Playful use steps
IDEATION | EXPLORATION (CONT.)
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• Bulk storage
• Playful use steps
• Integrated mat
• Screen/Projection
IDEATION | EXPLORATION (CONT.)
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IDEATION | EXPLORATION (CONT.)
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IDEATION | CONCEPT EVALUATION: PMI (PLUS, MINUS, INTERESTING)  
Concept + - ! Concept + - !
Swing-out Ortho. Briefcase • Storage (cards 
& constructives)
• Compartments 
• Orthographic         
instruction
• Handled
• No proper 
build platform
• Will either        




Pull-out/Detachable Studs • Detachable 
screened studs 
store theme card 




• Lego design 
language




• Needs card slot, 
content delivery 
integration
• May attach studs on 
multiple sides
• May have compartments
Flip Flared Platform • May store & be 
reoriented as a 
raised platform
• Easy to put 
away
• Easy to dump 
out
• Handled






• Would integrate 
well in child’s room





• Needs card, 





Cinch Drawstring Sack • Handled













• Multifunctionality Canvas Handled Brick • Handled





•Use Canvas as mat
• Mobile
• Annoying/time-
consuming to put 
away
• Needs card, 





Swing Handle/Projector • Multi-functional 
handle/projector
• Adjustable  
projector angle
• Storage






Constructives As Own 
Storage





consuming to put 
away, begin play
• Needs card, 
card slot, content 
delivery, charging, 
and mat







• Folds flat 
w/ mat





















• Play on Lego design 
language
Concept + - ! Concept + - !










• Will either       
need 2 screens 
or projection





• Detachable card 
storage and screen
• Detachable form 
not convenient
• Needs card, 
card slot, and mat 
integration
• Lego design language
Articulating Projector 
Case
• Cons. storage 







• No mat or 
dedicated build 
surface
• Screen and 
card may detach 
together
Handled Rolled Mat • Multi-functional 




• Expands for use
• Needs card, 




• Not capped 
on ends
• Takes advantage of mat 
flexibility/geometry
Room Corner Projector • Projector/
screened mobile 
card storage





• Uses existing 
geometry
Cube Unfolded Half • Expands for use
• Storage, delivery, 
mat, card slot
• Screen at 
comfortable angle
• No handle
• Unused space 
on folded half 
that could have 
been used for 
constructives
• Appears cubic like 
constructives
Studded Cylinder • Detachable 
screened studs 
store theme 




• Curved display 
needed on main 
storage bin
• Tri-sections 
may not fit with 
child’s cons. sets
• Lego design 
language
Canvas Ortho. Dump • Ortho instruction
• Easy dump out/
clean up
• Needs card, 




• Folds to show form 
manipulation
Slide-Up Screen Case • Storage (cards 
& constructives)
• Compartments 






unit may be 
too bulky for 
mobile use
• Finite storage
• Slide articulation 
to present at 
comfortable angle
Triangular Unfolded Storage • Expands for use
• Storage, delivery, 
mat, card slot
• Screen at 
comfortable angle
• No handle
• Limited size of 
build area
• May be nearly any 
geometry
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• Hard vs. Soft
• Rectilinear vs. Curvilinear
• Handle vs. Non-Handled
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3 Yr. Old Chest Breadth
(5th percentile)
5.7” (14.5 cm)
- Most Large Models: Wheeled (Trucks, Wagons)
- If Non-Handled, must apply special features to be usable for 5th   





Larger bins require 
special features for 
smallest users to 
grip & lift (recesses, 
cut-outs, drafts, 
curvature, texture)     




“window” grip card slot, pop-up, 
& buttons
“ledge” grip
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ideation semantics
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Facilitation through content delivery 
(demos, declarative), Sharing,           
Monitoring, Storage, Mobility,  Scanner,          




Constructives (Proprietary & 3rd 
Party), Delivery Method, Parental 
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Facilitation through content delivery 
(demos, declarative), Sharing,           
Monitoring, Storage, Mobility,  Scanner,          




Constructives (Proprietary & 3rd 
Party), Delivery Method, Parental 
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IDEATION | CONCLUDING SKETCHES
• Translucent side windows                
  for visibility of content & grip
• Playful use steps
• Integrated mat
• “Stud” multifunctionality            
   (projection/storage)
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IDEATION | CONCLUDING SKETCHES (CONT.)
• Translucent side windows
• Totable size and grips provided
• Channeled rear facet for mat 
  storage
• “Pop-up” multi-functional “stud” 
   (project, card storage)
• Inset inclined display 
• Fun “dump-out” emptying of constructives
• Easy clean-up via mat 
• Patterned mat for digitizing &         
  embellishing builds by parent and child        
  with proprietary app
• Collectible cards with associated demo          
  builds or declarative content
• Smart connectivity with parents’ devices,      
   enabling tracking & facilitating child’s          
   progression
• Card reader with control panel
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When placed, 
base LED EMITS.
IDEATION | CONCLUDING SKETCHES (CONT.)





(Proprietary or 3rd Party)







IDEATION | SYSTEM OVERVIEW











IDEATION | FORM MUST-HAVES REVISITED
?





(Proprietary or 3rd Party)












(Proprietary or 3rd Party)









 • trend leveraging
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Parental considerations of child’s progression:
With Parental Scaffolding Visually-Spatially Physically, Cognitively, & Socially
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using         
   materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask 
• Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended  
   questions)
RepeatNext
STAGE 4
• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   
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final concept smart tote
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FINAL CONCEPT | SMART TOTE WITH CHARGING BASE
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FINAL CONCEPT | SMART TOTE - REAR VIEW
 80 Parental Monitoring & Facilitation of Visual-Spatial Development of Children (3-5 years) | Daniel Sevier | MID Creative Component 
FINAL CONCEPT |  SMART TOTE - FEATURES
Rear Projector Panel & Card Slot/Reader
Mat Stored in Dual Vertical Channels
Pop-Up “Stud” Card Storage Recess
Inclined Inset Display
 81
FINAL CONCEPT | SMART TOTE - STEP-BY-STEP USE
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FINAL CONCEPT | IN CONTEXT
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final concept constructive
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FINAL CONCEPT | CONSTRUCTIVE







• Primitive Forms 
• Subtraction & Addition
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final concept app
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 FINAL CONCEPT | MAJOR APP FEATURES 
Notes
Prep Go!




• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an object, idea, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of inherent attributes of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   through rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed Pending
Milo | Prole
Charlie





















• Horizontally enclosing space  
   then vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dramatic play 
(eg. animals, gures, cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan



















































Do Now! Add to Queue









• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remember the spatial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing on a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaking things down into their component     
      parts to determine how they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do you know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which group does this __________ belong?”
         • “How are these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a ___________or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (Combining things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge the value of material for a     
   given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (don’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Please tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a home for the girae?”
    - “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with only four red squares  
        and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourage Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happened and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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Notes
Prep Go!




• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an object, idea, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of inherent attributes of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   through rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed Pending
Milo | Prole
Charlie





















• Horizontally enclosing space  
   then vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dramatic play 
(eg. animals, gures, cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan



















































Do Now! Add to Queue









• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remember the spatial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing on a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaking things down into their component     
      parts to determine how they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do you know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which group does this __________ belong?”
         • “How are these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a ___________or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (Combining things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge the value of material for a     
   given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (don’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Please tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a home for the girae?”
    - “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with only four red squares  
        and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourage Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happened and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an object, idea, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of inherent attributes of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   through rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed Pending
Milo | Prole
Charlie





















• Horizontally enclosing space  
   then vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dramatic play 
(eg. animals, gures, cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan
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• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remember the spatial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing on a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaking things down into their component     
      parts to determine how they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do you know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which group does this __________ belong?”
         • “How are these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a ___________or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (Combining things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge the value of material for a     
   given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (don’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Please tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a home for the girae?”
    - “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with only four red squares  
        and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourage Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happened and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an object, idea, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of inherent attributes of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   through rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed P nding
Milo | Prole
Charlie





















• Horizontally enclosing space  
   then vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dramatic play 
(eg. animals, gures, cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan
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• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remem er th  patial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing on a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite t  explore, ask open-ended questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaking things down into their component     
      parts to determine how they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do you know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which group does this __________ belong?”
         • “How are these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a ___________or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (C mbin ng things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge the value of material for a     
  given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (don’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Please tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a home for the girae?”
    - “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with only four red squares  
       and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourage Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happened and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an object, idea, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of inherent attributes of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   through rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed Pending
Milo | Prole
Charlie





















• Horizontally enclosing space  
   then vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dramatic play 
(eg. animals, gures, cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan

















• 3 or more blocks or bricks
Add to Plan
ActivitySetup P ogress Plan
Demo
Add to Queue
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• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remember the spatial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing on a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaking things down into their component     
      parts to determine how they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do you know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which group does this __________ belong?”
         • “How are these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a ___________or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (Combining things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge the value of material for a     
   given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (don’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Please tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a home for the girae?”
    - “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with only four red squares  
        and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourage Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happened and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an object, idea, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of inherent attributes of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   through rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed Pending
Milo | Prole
li





















• Horizontally enclosing space  
   then vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dramatic play 
(eg. animals, gures, cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan



















































Do Now! Add to Queue









• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remember the spatial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing on a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaking things down into their component     
      parts to determine how they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do you know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which group does this __________ belong?”
         • “How are these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a ___________or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (Combining things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge the value of material for a     
   given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (don’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Please tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a home for the girae?”
    - “How could the blocks be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with only four red squares  
        and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourage Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happened and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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• Horizontally e closing space then     
   vertic lly stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop acc s ries for   
   pretend/dram tic play (eg. nimals,   











• Ability to mentally depict an obj ct, id a, event, or        
   impression (that is not present) in the form of an abstract   
    spatial form
• Distinction of i herent a tribut s of relative objects
Transformation 
• Ability to apprehend a spatial form and manipulate it  
   t rough rotating, scaling, cutting, and folding in two or  




Stages Categories Completed Pe ding
Milo | Prole
Charlie





















• Horizontally e closing space  
   then vertic lly stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accesso-
ries for pretend/dram tic play 
(eg. nimals, gure , cars)
All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category All By Stage By Category
ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan
































ActivitySetup Progress Plan ActivitySetup Progress Plan
Featured Setups
Simple Tower
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• 100 or more variable blocks or bricks
• Animal prop gures
Demo
Featured Setups







       
            
            
            
       








(Inherent object attribute comparisons, including 
form, color, and size)
(Objects’ relative positions)




Capacity to understand, reason and remember the spatial 
relations among objects or space. Visual-spatial abilities are 
used for everyday use from navigation, understanding or 
xing equipment, understanding or estimating distance 
and measurement, and performing n a job
Document







Enable a child to solve a problem, carry out a task or 
achieve a goal which is just beyond his or her abilities to 
bridge him or her new skill levels
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using material , tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudg , Giv  Clues, & Ask Questions 
   (Invite t  explore, ask open-end d questions)
  
    - Analysis (Breaki  things down into their component     
      parts to det rmine ow they contribute to the whole    
      thing)
 
         • “How do y u know this is a _______________?”
         • “In which gr up does this __________ belong?”
         • “How ar  these ___________ same/dierent?”
         • “Is this a __________ or a ___________?”
- Synthesis (Combini  things together in a new way to for     
   a new whole)
          • “Can you think of a new way to ___________?”
          • “Can you tell me a story about ___________?”
          • “How could you _______________?”
          • “Pretend you are a __________.  What would you  
               need? Can you build that?”
- Evaluation (Ability to judge th  value of mate i l for a     
   given purpose)
           • “Which  _____________ do you like the best?      
               Why?
           • “What do (d n’t) you like about ____________?  
               Why?”
            • “What is the best (worst) thing about     
                     __________? Why?”
  Further Examples:
    - “Pl ase tell me about what you built.”
    - “What features does this have? Why?”
    - “Would you change anything  to make it better? Why?”
    - “How might we span this space?”
    - “How could we build the Empire State Building?”
    - “How could we build a friend for the girae?”
    - “How could we build a h me for the girae?”
    - “How could the block  be as tall as you?”
    - “How could we build with it with nly four red squares  
        and blue triangles?”
   - “What happens in his part?”
   - “How does this work?”
    
• Encourag  Reection/Metacognition 
   (Review what happe ed and how)
• Document 
  (Collect photos, notes and/or video of children’s 
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FINAL CONCEPT | SCENARIO - “DESIGN A ZOO” 
Parent & child spend day 
at the zoo
They visit the zoo gift shop A collectible card deck is 
purchased to use with the 
smart tote
Parent scans in deck, 
unlocking access to new 
tasks in the app’s library
Parent provides cards to 
child within skill level. Child 
selects “Design A Zoo” card 
& inserts in reader to 
watch demo
Child completes build & 
then informs parent
Parent assesses task for 
successful completion, & then 
scans the build, digitizing it for 
further embellishment
Parent & child flesh out 
virtual build with a mobile 
device, such as adding 
animals & zookeepers 





Parental considerations of child’s progression:
With Parental Scaffolding Visually-Spatially Physically, Cognitively, & Socially
• Model & Demonstrate 
  (Show possibilities for using         
   materials, tools, and images)
• Hint, Nudge, Give Clues, & Ask 
• Questions 
   (Invite to explore, ask open-ended  
   questions)
RepeatNext
STAGE 4
• Horizontally enclosing space then     
   vertically stacking 
• Planning 
• Problem solving 
• Scenarios/Stories 
• Use of additional prop accessories for   
   pretend/dramatic play (eg. animals,   
FINAL CONCEPT | OVERVIEW
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RESEARCH | USER INSIGHTS
• Limited Time/Parent-Child Interaction
• Parental Fatigue, Stress, Guilt
• Peace of Mind/ Tracking
• Desire for successful life of child 
• Practicality & Sentimentality
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RESEARCH | IMPORTANCE OF CONCRETE & ABSTRACT MEDIA
  “Using physical materials in...learning...might change the nature of the 
knowledge gained relative to that gained through interacting with virtual 
materials....Three-dimensional forms might be perceived and understood 
more readily through haptic and proprioceptive perception of tangible 
representations than through visual representations alone....Manipulation 
of concrete physical objects in supporting and developing thinking, 
particularly in young children...Concrete and abstract representations can 
both be of benefit to learning...While using concrete rather than abstract 
materials can often lead to improved task performance, using abstract 
materials can result in better learning transfer.” 
  (Marshall, 2007)
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• Approved for age range: 3 to 5 years
• Simple, chunky, larger forms
• Low-fidelity representations (not simply abstract forms)  
• Include: Unit blocks, wedges, triangles, cylinders, & half rounds
• Currently owned (LEGO, MegaBloks)
RESEARCH - TECHNOLOGY | IDEAL CONSTRUCTIVE ATTRIBUTES FOR TODDLERS
(US Consumer Product Safety Commission, & Therell, 2002)
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RESEARCH | TECHNOLOGICAL INSIGHTS  
• Parent-Child Interactivity
• Growing 
• Timely Introduction 
 
• Declarative & Procedural Content
• Content Delivery via Large Screens
 
• Simple Constructives
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Regarding smart-toys and child monitors, as parental interaction 
decreases, child interaction increases.








Opportunity Gap | Child Monitors/Smart Toys & Parent/Child Interaction
Solitary Object
Smart Toy-Monitor Hybrid with 
Active Parental & Child Interaction
Smart Toy
 Child Monitor
  Low Child Interaction (stationary)
High Child Interaction (mobile, self-propelled)
Medium Child Interaction (carried/wearable)
  Passive Child Interaction (eg. wearable)
Opportunity Gap
 Active Child Interaction  
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FINAL CONCEPT | INNOVATION STRATEGIES
Smart System of Devices & App
• Prompting objects (constructive), parental smart            




• Content grows with and is tailored to child
 
Up-sell Opportunities
• Call for users to purchase collectible cards and        
   constructives as prompts
 
Networks
• Partnerships with popular kids’ content developers, 




• Brands plays on dual meaning of “Raise,” as to appeal        
   to both parents and children (raising child vs. erecting     
   building blocks)
 
Freemium Strategy
• Free basic services with available premium 
  services/content and without ads on parent’s devices
 
